
This workshop will focus on basic principles essential to creating a still life in full 
color. Inspired by the Impressionists use of color and developed by American 
artist Henry Hensche, “color study” is a method of studying color based on direct 
observation and understanding color as influenced by the light source. Students 
begin with a series of painting exercises utilizing simple objects, and learn to see 
the impact of the light source, and its effect on local color, temperature, value and 
form. The concept of “color study” will be explored in depth with the use of a full 

palette and then applied to painting a more developed still life. The instructor will demo and discuss each concept, followed by exercises 
where students put these concepts into practice. During the last two days, students will paint a longer still life using native artifacts from 
the Tlingit tribe, provided by the Alaska Indian Arts in Haines, Alaska.

Studio Incamminati is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design,  
Licensed (registered) by the Pennsylvania State Board of Private Licensed Schools and recognized as a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
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Studio Incamminati graduate and Instructor Natalie Italiano has won numerous awards for her portraits and still life painting, including 
a Certificate of Excellence from the Portrait Society of America in the International Portrait Competition, an Honorable Mention from 
the Connecticut Society of Portrait Artists, a finalist in International Artist’s Magazine Still Life Competition, and a finalist in still life 
in Artist’s Magazine annual competition. She received Signature Status from the Portrait Society of America honoring her dedication to 
the educational mission and high aesthetic standards of the society. Her alla prima portrait series, “Portraits of Promise,” featured more 
than 100 portraits of American teens painted from life. Natalie studied privately under Nelson Shanks, at Studio Incamminati, and at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. She also holds a teaching certificate from Moore College of Art and a BA in Psychology from 
Rowan University. See Natalie’s work at NatalieItaliano.com

340 N. 12th St.  Suite 400  Philadelphia, PA 19107 ■ StudioIncamminati.org ■ 215-592-7910
Dedicated to drawing, composition and color Follow us  

Natalie Italiano
Haines ANB/ANS Hall  ◆  Haines, Alaska

July 9–13  ◆  9 a.m.– 4 p.m.
Tuition $599

For details and online registration visit  studioincamminati.org
Register with Visa, MasterCard, AmEx or Discover by calling Studio Incamminati at 215-592-7910

Studio Incamminati artist and instructor Natalie Italiano will conduct a three-hour painting demonstration  
on Tuesday, July 10 at the Sheldon Museum from 6–9 p.m.  

The demo is free to workshop participants and free for the general public.

Classes are at Haines ANB/ANS Hall ◆ 111 First Avenue South, Haines, AK 99827 
A vacation planner, with a complete list of accommodations and services, is available by calling the Haines Visitor Center at 800-458-3579, or 
online at www.explorehaines.com. Additional information is at www.donnacatotti.com. Your local hosts, Donna Catotti and Rob Goldberg, are 
happy to answer questions and help you plan your trip. Contact them at 907-766-2707 or catotti.alaska@yahoo.com


